LAHANAS is a student-led organization that provides comprehensive support to diverse students throughout their time at BC Law.

APALSA
Asian Pacific American Law Students Association
Seung Hye Yang, President
yangben@bc.edu

BLSA
Black Law Students Association
Reginé Cooper & Praise Tillman, Co-Presidents
cooperrq@bc.edu, tillmanp@bc.edu

DLSA
Disability Law Students Association
Cassandra Dimitry & Jason Jose, Co-Presidents
dimitry@bc.edu, josejc@bc.edu

LALSA
Latin American Law Students Association
Tamara Perez Cantalapiedra, President
perezcat@bc.edu

LAMBDA
Coalition of LGBTQIA+ Students
Nonie Andersen & Mathew Santiago, Co-Chairs
anderajd@bc.edu, santiama@bc.edu

MELSA
Middle Eastern Law Students Association
Sarah Benamara, President
benamasa@bc.edu

NALSA
Native American Law Students Association
Sophia Westphal, President
westphso@bc.edu

SALSA
South Asian Law Students Association
Ayesha Ahsan & Jonathan Bertulis-Fernandes, Co-Presidents
ahsanay@bc.edu, bertulij@bc.edu

CSO
Career Services Office

Contacts
Student Directors
Elena Kang
kanghj@bc.edu
Jasmine Lee
leeera@bc.edu
Ali Shafi
shafial@bc.edu
WHAT PROGRAMMING DOES LAHANAS PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERS?

**Resume Review**
- 2L and 3L students from LAHANAS partner to review resumes of 1L students

**Mentorship**
- Pairs incoming 1L students with 2L and 3L members

**LAHANAS Retreat**
- A two-day retreat that introduces LAHANAS students to each other, affinity orgs, faculty, Boston attorneys (including alumni) & addresses diversity in the legal profession

**Networking**
- LAHANAS and each affinity group organizes networking events to meet practicing attorneys in the Boston area and East Coast.

**Monthly Workshops**
- Monthly workshops where 1Ls can learn different skills necessary to succeed in law school i.e. case reading/briefing and career searching

**Mock Interviews**
- LAHANAS partners with law firms & government/public interest orgs to provide mock interviews and feedback to 1Ls prior to 2L summer job searches